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Abstract 
This work has been carried out at Kubikenborg Aluminum AB (KUBAL) 

Sundsvall, “the sole producer of primary aluminium and largest industrial 

facility in Sweden”. The aim of this project was to produce a Human Ma-

chine Interface (HMI) which can visualize the process of anode mounting. 

The process data has been visualized, and it has assisted the facility to 

reduce downtime by calculating the stoppage of the machines and has 

helped in streamlining production by showing the total number of anodes 

produced in each shift in a day. The data has been retrieved from the 

Programmable Logic controllers (PLC) placed in the Anode Mounting 

Facility. After retrieving data, the task was to analyse the data and from 

all the data, describe the process performance. The HMI counts and dis-

plays the time in minutes in the case of system failure. Moreover, an 

effective way has been established for communication between the Sie-

mens S7-300 PLCs with the Wonderware InTouch HMI using the DASSI-

DIRECT data access server. 

In the past, the system has had several shutdowns and then it has not 

been possible to retrieve the PLC data. There was no digital record of how 

long the machines remain stopped. All relevant process data were collect-

ed manually on paper; no automatically retrieved process data was avail-

able back then. Therefore, this new automatically retrieved data will be 

quite beneficial to the organization, as well as to operators for a short 

period, but for long-term conservation, a database server should be at-

tached to this HMI, something that has not been covered in this project. 

In the last stage, a survey has been conducted regarding the functionality 

of the HMI with operators at the facility in order to validate the claims 

made earlier, which gives positive feedback about its operation and effec-

tiveness, but certain improvements are needed for future prospects. 

Keywords: HMI, PLC, Anode Mounting Facility 
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Terminology 

Abbreviations 
 

HMI Human Machine Interface 

PLC Programmable Logic Controller 

FBD Function Block Diagram 

SMC System Management Console 

SSG Standard Solution Group AB  

SFC Sequential Function Chart 

STL Statement List 

OPC  Open Platform Communications 

DDE Dynamic Data Exchange 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol  

MPI Message Passing Interface 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

Company specific HMI commands/words in Swedish with 

their English translation 

ANODEMONTAGE                   Anode mounting facility 

Stopp knapp                   Stop button  

Drift Fel                  Operation fault 

Gjutbord                  Casting board 

Graftering                  Grafting 

Hylspress                  Cartridge Press 

Översiktsritning transportbana       Layout conveyor track 
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Lampa                   Light bulb 

Antal Anoder                    Total anodes 

Start knapp fel pga mek                   Start button for a mechanical fault   

Start knapp fel pga El                   Start button for an electrical fault 

Start Knapp fel pga drift                   Start button for an operation fault 
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1 Introduction 
The programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are the most significant part 

of modern-day industry. They are used for automating process, ranging 

from making simple aluminium foils to fighter jets to spacecraft. A 

programmable logic controller is a special form of microprocessor-based 

controller that uses programmable memory to store instructions and 

implement functions such as logic, sequencing, timing, counting and 

arithmetic in order to control machines and processes [1]. Before the 

advent of the PLC, there were hard-wired relay panels. Those relay 

panels were programmed physically using physical hard wires and if a 

minor change needed to be made, the whole wiring need to be changed. 

Unlike those, a programmable logic controller is programmed by simple 

unique language called ladder logic. It is by far the most widespread 

language used in the PLCs other than statement list programming 

language (STL), sequential function charts (SFC), function block diagram 

(FBD) and text language [2]. The PLC system used in the anode 

mounting facility is shown below in Fig 1.0 

 

 
           Fig. 1.0 Siemens S7-300 PLC in the Anode Mounting Facility, KUBAL [3]. 

1.1 Background and problem motivation 

Within the organization, the industry has been divided into different 

factory floors. Each floor is assigned to a specific task. Different ma-

chines installed on each factory floor are controlled by the different 

PLCs. The PLCs were programmed and workers and technicians control 

those machines using panels called HMIs. One factory floor, where this  
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thesis was carried out is called “Anode montage” i.e. an anode mounting 

facility shown below in Fig 1.1. It is responsible for making the anodes 

which are used in the electrolysis process for extracting the aluminium. 

In pots where reduction takes place (removal of oxygen is called reduc-

tion), a large electric current is passed through the alumina at a high 

temperature to break the bond between the aluminium and oxygen. The 

electric current breaks the molecular bond between the aluminium and 

oxygen. The heavier aluminium collects at the bottom of the pot while 

the oxygen with fluorine is released as a gas which is drawn off and 

treated later. After that, the molten aluminium is drawn up from the 

bottom. 

 

              Fig 1.1 Entrance to the Anode Mounting Facility 

The Anode Mounting Facility does not contain any Human Machine 

Interface (HMI) for overall monitoring of the process. All the data were 

written manually. The system has had a few shutdowns which can take 

several hours or even days to fix. The total number of anodes produced 

per day was also unknown. The faults must also be categorized in such a 

way that, if it is either an electrical, mechanical or operation fault. The 

PLC program need to be rewritten in order to tackle all these changes, 
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then communication should be established between the PLC and the 

new HMI in order to display all the required information over it. 

1.2 High-level problem statement 

The leadership of KUBAL wants to have a small-scale HMI, which 

should be used to monitor the production of anodes in their Anode 

mounting facility. The HMI should communicate with the Siemens S7-

300 PLCs in the Anode mounting facility through an ethernet cable. The 

data collected from the PLC will make it possible to visualize the pro-

cess. If the process data is visualized, it might be possible to streamline 

production, optimize the process and reduce downtime. The HMI 

would also be able to report the causes of shutdown and how much time 

that particular cause took to fix. That time should be shown on HMI 

screen in minutes. In this way, a clear transparent picture of the inter-

ruptions and their causes could be obtained. Moreover, what actions 

could be taken in order to resolve these issues could be discussed, if 

changes need to make in the conveyor, sensor, alarms or even the ma-

chines. 

The HMI should be developed using the Invensys Wonderware 

InTouch, as the company has bought its license already and a similar 

SCADA-based system is already implemented in the other parts of this 

organization using similar software. 

1.3 Scope 

The outcome of this project is improvement in the pre-existing and pre- 

functional system in the Anode Mounting Facility related to automation. 

The Siemens S7- Simatic Manager Software was used to re-program the 

pre-existing code. A new HMI was created using different software 

called Wonderware InTouch. Communication had been established 

between the PLC and the HMI by configuring a data access server called 

DASSIDirect. 

Finally, this project resulted in a functioning HMI, which has been tested 

and deployed in the anode mounting facility. Therefore, in this way, this 

project achieved something useful and valuable addition to the KUBAL. 

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals 

The concrete and verifiable goals of this project are: 

• Development of the HMI using specific licensed software from the 

organization. 
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• Using a data access server as a communication server protocol be-

tween the S7-300 PLC and the Wonderware InTouch HMI, so that 

all variables could be shown and corrected easily. 

• Establishing live communication between the working PLC and the 

newly created HMI. 

• Displaying faults and shutdowns, and differentiating between them 

on the basis of categories such as electrical, mechanical or operation 

faults. 

• Displaying the number of anodes produced per day in each shift. 

• Installing that functioning HMI on the factory floor in the anode 

mounting facility. 

1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 discusses the theory part related to the process of the Anode 

Mounting Facility, the data access server and the communication be-

tween these. Chapter 3 focuses on the methodology, programming of 

the PLC and HMI and configuration of the DA server. Chapter 4 de-

scribes the working, implementation and coding of the whole system. 

Chapter 5 shows the final outcome and the result obtained from the 

project as well as the survey conducted at the end of this project. Chap-

ter 7 emphasises what future work could be carried out on in order to 

extend it and make it more successful and effective. 

1.6 Contributions 

The author has investigated, designed and developed the HMI. The soft-

ware for the PLC programming and HMI development had been pro-

vided by the KUBAL. Erik Raftsjö i.e. Project manager from Eurocon En-

gineering AB helped writing the PLC program. The communication part 

between the PLC and the HMI has been carried out by the author. 

Testing and mounting of the HMI have also be done by the author at the 

facility under the supervision of the electrical manager at KUBAL i.e.; 

Thomas Erickson and operative director at the facility, i.e. Duminda 

Manukularatane. 

1.7 Extent 

The project timeline stretched over a period of more than 4 months. It 

included several activities ranging from passing the two Standard Solu-

tion Group (SSG) tests which are necessary to work in industry for 
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safety purposes. Initially, the installation of all the required software 

took some time, because they can only be installed from IT department.  

The activities related to project work were pre-study, understanding of 

the software, developing and programing, configuration of DA server, 

testing, report writing, presentation and conducting the survey at the 

end. 
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2 Theory 
In the theory part, we will discuss briefly the overall process related to 

the production of anodes in the Anode Mounting Facility. Lastly, we 

will shed some light on the HMI, PLC and the DASSIDirect data access 

server. 

2.1 Anode Mounting Facility 

The Anode Mounting Facility, called “Anode Montage”, is considered the 

heart of the Kubikenborg Aluminium AB because it is responsible for 

the production of the anodes, which are used in the electrolysis process 

for the production of aluminium. Few Swedish Words has been used in 

“” whose English translation has also been mentioned to make it con-

sistent to both Swedish and English readers. 

The Anode Mounting process is divided into the following stages. 

 Casting Board 

 Welding 

 Grafting 

 Coal Press 

 Cartridge Press 

 Blaster 
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       Fig 2.1: Showing the main HMI window at the Anode Mounting Facility 

Casting board:  The process of casting board includes several stages 

itself, ranging from pre-heating coal and hangers and then joining them 

on the casting board. The pre-heating removes the moisture form the 

elements; if not pre-heated correctly they might explode later. 

  

                            Fig 2.2: Pre-heating of the hangers 
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                                Fig 2.3: Pre-heating of the Coal 

Over the last stage of the casting board the coal and the hanger joined 

together to make an anode. 

 

                      Fig 2.4: The joining of the Coal and the Hanger 
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Welding:  The next stage is to make strong contact between the coal and 

the hanger through a process of “Welding”. In welding, the molten iron 

is poured into the linings and gaps between coal and hangers. This 

molten iron is retrieved from the three ovens within the Anode Facility. 

The iron to feed these ovens is also recycled when the anodes are re-

trieved from the electrolysis process after 20 days. The hard iron is 

obtained when anodes were passed from the cartridge press. This iron is 

then transferred into the ovens to obtain molten iron for the welding. 

 

 

                           Fig 2.5: Welding phase of anodes 
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                           Fig 2.6: Welding phase of anodes 

After the welding, the anodes are finally ready to be transferred to the 

reduction chamber, where they will be part of the reduction process in 

the pots under high temperature. They are shifted to the reduction 

chambers with the help of the conveyor lifts.  

 

   

     Fig 2.7: Anodes are shifted to the reduction chamber through a Conveyor lift 
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The Figure 2.7 shows the final output of the Anode Mounting Facility. 

These fully ready anodes will remain in the reduction chamber (pots) for 

the 20 days. 

Coal Press: After burning in pots under high temperature, the anodes 

lose their volume. The coal under the hanger had been burned to ashes 

and new coal needs to be replaced in order to recycle them. Therefore, 

similar process will repeat from the start, but a few small processes need 

to be done before in order to get those hangers in the right shape. 

After soaking in the pots for 20 days, the anodes look as shown below in 

Fig. 2.8. 

  

                         Fig 2.8: Anodes after soaking in the pots for 20 days 

In above Fig 2.8 anodes are ready to pass through the coal press, where 

this unnecessary coal could be removed from the hangers. The machine 

shown above in Fig 2.8 is called the “Coal Press”. After passing the coal 

press, the anodes are shaped as shown below in Fig 2.9   
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                 Fig 2.8: Anodes after the Coal Press now ready for cartridge press 

After the coal press machine, anodes will pass through another machine 

called the “cartridge press” where unnecessary iron will be removed 

from the feet of the hangers. This iron obtained from the cartridge press 

will be fed into ovens for welding between the hangers and coal as 

shown above in Fig 2.6 

This is the final stage of anodes in order to completely remove unneces-

sary materials from the hangers. After that the hangers will be ready to 

be joined by new base coal. But before that, distance between their four 

feet needs to be measured. If the distance is fine, it will be sent forward 

to stage one as shown in Fig 2.2, and if not, they will be taken off from 

the conveyor lift and sent to the warehouse to fix their distance, so that 

they can fit between the holes in the coal. 

2.2 Human Machine Interface (HMI) 

HMI is an industrial automation software used as a front end for indus-

trial automation systems [4]. It gives operators a way to interact, control 

and manage the system. It is used for monitoring, information gather-

ing, controlling, visualizing and diagnosing components within a sys-

tem. With the help of HMI, operators instruct the machine to perform 

certain tasks and at the same time gather status and information about 

the processes. 
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In order to exchange data and establish a connection between PLC and 

HMI, there are a few requirements which should be met first. Firstly, 

there must be a common physical connection between a PLC and an 

HMI, like Ethernet cable or RS-485 cable with available ports. After that 

there should be some communication protocol that can run over that 

physical connection. For example, a S7 PLC and a Siemens HMI use the 

Industrial Ethernet or the Profibus Decentralized Peripherals (DP). 

Lastly, a protocol driver is needed which can connect the interface and 

the communication protocol together [5]. 

2.3 SIDirect DAServer 

The SIDirect Data Access Server is a Windows application program 

developed by Microsoft. It acts as a communication protocol server 

between Windows application programs and Siemens PLCs like S7-

200/300/400/1200. All the communication between a Siemens PLC and a 

DAServer goes through a built-in standard ethernet interface card in the 

computer [6]. 

The SIDirect DAServer was firstly developed exclusively for Won- 

derware InTouch software users, but it can also be used by any other 

Microsoft windows program with a DDE, FastDDE, SuiteLinke and 

OPC client capabilities.  It uses two different communication protocols 

for communicating with the clients and the PLCs; for example, OPC, 

DDE and SuiteLink is used for communicating with different Windows 

application programs, while TCP bus protocol over the ethernet is used 

for communicating with a PLC. A TCP bus protocol is the only protocol 

SIDirect DAServer used to communicate with the Siemens S7-

200/300/400 family of controllers. The server does not support an MPI, 

Profibus or other non- Ethernet protocols [6]. Fig. 2.9 shows a screenshot 

during configuration of SIDirect DA server. 
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        Fig 2.9: Showing screenshot of the configuration of the SIDirect DA server 
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3 Methodology 
Design technique of the HMI and evaluation methodology for its com-

munication with the PLC is described below in this chapter. It also in-

cludes an investigation and understanding of the existing setup within 

KUBAL. 

Wonderware InTouch software has been used for the HMI develop-

ment. It provides the Window Maker program for the HMI develop-

ment while the Window Viewer program is used for the testing purpos-

es at the end. Different methods have been studied in order to under-

stand how data could be gathered from the PLC and to display it over 

the HMI. These methods are based on the PLC type and their supported 

communication protocols. 

Lastly, at the end of this thesis project a survey was conducted among 

the operators about the performance of the HMI. The following things 

were investigated in the old design and used in this current project 

 Study program code 

 How the Siemens PLC addresses are declared in the Won-

derware InTouch or in the DA server 

 Different modes of communication and protocols between a 

HMI and a PLC 

 Study user manuals  

 Study Layout conveyor track as shown in fig 3.01 below 

There is a specific syntax to declare the variable addresses in an InTouch 

HMI or in a Data access server, which is different from the syntax of ad-

dresses specified in the Siemens PLC program. For example, in this pro-

ject, a data block DB 19 is created in the Step 7 Simatic manager pro-

gram. This block holds different variables of multiple data types such as 

Boolean, integer and Word. So, in order to access a specific address on 

the HMI the following method should be adopted. 

The address would be: DB19, X0.0 (X represents the Boolean data type, 

0.0 is bit address while DB 19 represents data block number 19)
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If it is Word, then the address would become, DB19, w0.0 

There are different methods that can be used to set up the HMI with the 

PLC on our factory floor. We will discuss them very briefly here in 

methodology, and then explain our choice, which has been used in our 

project. Bear in mind that these technologies offer different functionali-

ties based on application needs with compatibility, budget, memory, 

vendor support, speed to perform task, interface and much more. 

The Serial-based connections are the simplest and most cost-

effective. They are good for the short factory floors, less than 30 meters 

within the range of industrial devices and controllers. Another ad-

vantage is that minimum skills are required for configuration, and 

relatively simple hardware is needed [7]. 

 

 

           Fig 3.01: Layout conveyor track of the Anode Mounting Facility, KUBAL 

 

Integrated communication is relatively less used than the serial-based 

connections, but handles a larger amount of data than the previous one. 

Distance coverage is rather less than the 37 meters. It is very suitable for 
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point-to-point communication. Like serial-based communication, inte-

grated communication does not require complex wiring either. Using 

the integrated communication, some HMIs are placed directly on the 

high-speed backplane of modular controllers for quick access and con-

trol [8]. 

In this project, ethernet-based connection has been used because of its 

wide area coverage and its direct connectivity support to the PLC sys-

tem in the Anode Mounting Facility. The ethernet network has spread 

all over the KUBAL. One can access any PLC in any office through the 

ethernet port. It supports high data handling capacity at high speed, like 

10Mb/100 Mb baud rates over moderate distances (less than 100 meters) 

[9]. 

For this new setup, 64 tags or memory addresses have been accessed 

from the PLC program code at the moment, which can reach up to two 

hundred in later stages during upgradation of this project. 

The TCP/IP protocol is used as a logical connection between the PLC 

and the HMI. The basic architecture that is used in our project is shown 

below in Fig 3.02  

           

                  Fig. 3.02 illustrates an architecture used in this project [10]. 

 

The communication between the PLC and the HMI was first tested by 

borrowing an extra S7-315 PLC from the warehouse. The input module, 
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the output module and the power supply module were attached to the 

CPU on a rack. A light bulb as an output and the two input relays were 

added to the PLC on the hardware side. A short testing PLC program 

was written in the Siemens Simatic Manager S7 with two inputs and an 

output. The HMI was created. The IP address of the PLC was copied 

into the DASSIDIRECT data access server. The data access server had 

been configured, and variable addresses had been declared on the HMI 

side in the same fashion as mentioned above; then communication was 

tested. The program worked just fine. One can control the state of the 

light bulb from the HMI screen as well as from the hardwired button. 

The change in the state of the light bulb could also be seen on the HMI. 

Hence, the communication between the PLC and the HMI has been 

established and tested successfully. 

The testing and debugging of PLC program has been done by going 

online using SIMATIC S7-PLCSIM software. 

The visualization of the process of the Anode Mounting Facility has 

been done by writing scripts in Wonderware InTouch. Usually, animat-

ed objects are drawn on an HMI with respect to the shapes of objects in 

industry to give a realistic view to the operator sitting at t the HMI. The 

data displayed over an HMI is directly connected to a PLC which gives 

appropriate visualization of the program inside a PLC. In our project, no 

animation objects have been used; rather just simple data field buttons 

are used to read and write data to the program inside the PLC. 

There is a total of 18 operators working at the facility. At the end of this 

project, a questionnaire survey was handed out to all the operators, of 

whom 13 responded which shows a fine representation of the facility. 

The electrical manager at the facility contacted and filled out the survey 

under his surveillance. The questions were related to the HMI perfor-

mance, usefulness, improvements, design, and the layout and whether 

prior training needed to operate the HMI was required, which turned 

out to be not so mandatory. 
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4 Design 
The project aim was to acquire a monitoring program which can provide 

information related to the process in the Anode Mounting Facility. 

Although the HMI designed in this project is connected to the same 

PLCs which control and operates the machines, the purpose of this HMI 

is limited to only retrieving information from the machines. The design 

topology between the PLC and the HMI is described below in the design 

section. 

By connecting the UTP cable (RJ45) between the PLC and the PC, a 

physical connection has been made. The TCP/IP protocol running over 

that ethernet cable makes it possible to share data between the two. The 

program that has been written on the PLC cannot be read directly by the 

InTouch HMI software installed on the PC. Therefore, Invensys Won-

derware provides a software that can connect the PLC with the HMI 

over the PC. This software is called DASSIDIRECT, as mentioned briefly 

in the theory section. 

The design structure of the project is mentioned below in Figure 4.0. 

 

     

 

    Fig. 4.0 illustrates the design structure between the PLC and the HMI [11]. 

 

Sensors and actuators are attached to the PLC system, as shown in 

figure 4.0. Mostly, sensors are connected to the input card of a PLC 

while actuators are attached to the output card of a PLC system. Sensors 

provide inputs to the processor, where actions are being performed 
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according to the stored program over given input, and then output has 

been passed to turn ON or turn OFF the actuators. Programs are stored 

in a PLC memory. These actuators could be attached to motors, convey-

ors, lightbulbs or lifts. 

The physical connection between the PLC and the PC (where the HMI 

software is installed) has been achieved through an ethernet cable, but in 

order to acquire the PLC data over the HMI, the DASSIDIRECT applica-

tion software must be configured. 

The process implementation for this project is shown below in flow 

chart diagram 4.1. The first step is to define data block in the PLC 

memory. The second step is to write functions according to the 

requirement of the program. After writing the functions correctly, the 

PLC starts behaving according to the program code, but in order to 

visualize the process over HMI screens, some visualization programs 

need to be written. In this project, the Window Maker program 

provided by Invensys Wonderware InTouch has been used. One can 

draw animations or text fields and then attach these text fields to the 

addresses in a PLC data block. In this way, data through those PLC 

addresses could be shown on the HMI screens, but first the 

DASSIDIRECT software needed to be configured correctly, as 

mentioned above. It is important to configure a DASSIDIRECT 

correctly, because it acts as a bridge between a PLC and an InTouch 

HMI. Any incorrect configuration in parameters which may differ from 

a PLC or a HMI specification may cause connection failure and data loss. 
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Fig. 4.1 Flow chart diagram representing process to read data from the PLC to the 

Wonderware InTouch HMI implemented in the Lucid Chart.  

 

After configuring the DASSIDIRECT correctly, open the Window View-

er window. It is another window application provided by the Invensys 

Wonderware InTouch to test and view the live data communication be-

tween the PLC and the HMI created in the Window Maker previously. If 

the DASSIDIRECT is not configured successfully, open the System 

Management Console (SMC) and go to diagnosis tab and check for 

faults and errors. All the faults with their error type can be seen there. A 

list of all the PLC memory address (tags) should be displayed there, 

which makes it very easy to diagnose. Fig 4.2 shows a screenshot of the 

System Management Console (SMC) during configuration of the DAS-

SIDirect data access server with the diagnostic tab. 
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   Fig. 4.2 Showing the Configuration and diagnostic view inside the DASSIDirect  

 

The Data Block (DB26) has been created in the PLC program as shown 

in Fig. 4.3. The variables were created in the data block according to the 

project requirement in order to show them over the HMI screen. These 

PLC addresses when used in an HMI, are called “tags”. Let's discuss a 

few of the most important tags in our design. 
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      Fig. 4.3 illustrates implementation of data block in the PLC program  

 

The tag at memory address 0.1, whose datatype is Boolean and whose 

display name is “Lampa”, is attached to light bulb on the HMI. It is 

green when On and red when OFF. 

The tag at memory address 0.3, whose datatype is Boolean and display 

name is “Stopp knapp”, is attached to a stop button on the HMI. It will be 

used to stop the counter, which is counting the number of minutes. 

The tag at memory address 0.4, whose datatype is Boolean and display 

name is “START knapp fel pga EL”, is attached to the Start_EL button on 

the HMI. This button will be used to start the counter if a fault is due to 

an electrical failure. 

The tag at memory address 0.5, whose datatype is Boolean and display 

name is “START knapp fel pga mek”, is attached to the Start_MEK button 
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on the HMI. This button will be used to start the counter if there is some 

mechanical fault. 

The tag at memory address 0.6, whose datatype is Boolean and display 

name is “START knapp fel pga drift”, is attached to the Start_Drift button 

on the HMI. This button will be used to start the counter if there is some 

operation fault. 

The tag at memory address 4.0, whose datatype is integer and display 

name is “Antal Anoder pågående dag 05.30-15.48”, is attached to the 

respective display data field button over the HMI. This button will be 

used to display the total number of anodes produced in an ongoing day 

during the shift 05.30-15.48. 

The tag at memory address 6.0, whose datatype is integer and display 

name is “Antal Anoder pågående dag 15.48-05.30”, is attached to the 

respective display data field button over the HMI. This button will be 

used to display the total number of anodes produced in an ongoing day 

during the shift 15.48-05.30 

The tag at memory address 8.0, whose datatype is integer and display 

name is “Antal Anoder dag +1 05.30-15.48”, is attached to the respective 

display data field button over the HMI. This button will be used to 

display the total number of anodes produced on the second day of the 

week i.e. Tuesday, during the shift 05.30-15.48. 

The tag at memory address 10.0, whose datatype is integer and display 

name is “Antal Anode dag +1 15.48-05.30”, is attached to the respective 

display data field button over the HMI. This button will be used to 

display the total number of anodes produced on the second day i.e. 

Tuesday, of the week during the shift 15.48-05.30 

In the same way, the tag at memory address 36.0, whose datatype is 

integer and display name is “Aktiv Stoptid”, is attached to the respective 

display data field button over the HMI. This button will be needed to 

show the total stop time, i.e. how long the machines had remained 

stopped due to some fault. 

The tag at memory address 38.0, whose datatype is integer and display 

name is “Stoptid EL pågående dag 05.30-15.48”, is attached to the respec-

tive display data field button over the HMI. This button will be used to 

display total stop time during the 05.30-15.48 shift of the ongoing day 

due to an electrical fault. 

In short, all these address fields shown above in Fig 4.3 display some of 

the data which is needed to be shown on the HMI. This data would 
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then be used in the function, where some functions/methods will be 

performed and then sent to the HMI screen to display. In this way, the 

PLC data is directed to the HMI for monitoring and analysis purposes. 

Figure 4.4 below shows the Human Machine Interface (HMI) developed 

for this project. It has been designed in the Invensys Wonderware 

InTouch Window Maker software as described earlier. It has demon-

strated live data communication with the PLC data block shown above 

in Fig. 4.3. 

         
Fig.4.4 the Human Machine Interface for the Anode Mounting Facility 

 

 

There are only four buttons i.e. Stopp, Start_EL, Start_MEK, Start_Drift 

which are actually used as inputs to the PLC. The Stop button needs to 

be pressed if a fault occurs in the machinery. The time starts ticking. 

Once the problem is resolved and the fault has been diagnosed, the 

operator needs to press the respective button according to whether the 

fault is electrical, mechanical or drift. In this way their stoppage time 
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will be displayed over those specific fields. All other data items over the 

HMI are just display fields showing corresponding information and 

reading data from the PLC for monitoring purposes. Therefore, there 

are two parts of any control system. One is a PLC system, which is used 

for programming machines and equipment, while the other part is an 

HMI system, which is used for monitoring purpose as well as to give 

inputs and instructions to the PLC. A PLC system contains data blocks 

and function blocks, while an HMI system contains buttons and anima-

tions to visualize the state of data within the PLC. The data from a PLC 

can be displayed over an HMI using different methods. We configured 

the DASERVER to do that which helped as a communication protocol 

between the PLC and the HMI. The block diagram of our whole project 

is shown below in Fig 4.5. 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Block diagram showing the PLC program Layout and its connection with the 

Wonderware HMI with the help of DA Server  
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5 Results 
The outcome of this project is a working Human Machine Interface 

(HMI) for the monitoring purposes as shown above in Fig 4.4 in the 

design chapter. It has been deployed at the facility and provides infor-

mation related to the production of anodes. At the end of the project, a 

survey has been conducted where different questions have been asked, 

ranging from the performance to the usefulness to the layout of the 

HMI. The anonymity of the operators working at the facility has been 

retained. All the survey data can be found in the Appendix of this thesis 

report. 

The data retrieved from the survey related to the usefulness of the HMI 

has been plotted in Fig. 5.1 below. It was one of the main questions 

included in the survey to understand whether this HMI would be useful 

for the facility? Or does the operator see its usefulness in any way? So, 

for that matter, question no.2 in the survey has been presented to the 

workers/operators working at the facility and the feedback was quite 

positive. 

0 100 0

HMI IS 
USEFUL FOR 

FACILITY

Usefulness of HMI

VERY  TRUE TRUE FALSE

  
    Fig. 5.1 demonstrating whether the HMI is a useful addition to the facility? 
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All the operators who have been surveyed at the facility unanimously 

said that the HMI is useful for our tasks at the facility. It does help in 

their tasks and reduces their workload. Nevertheless, they have doubts 

and are divided on manually pressing the start and stop buttons, but its 

usefulness is unquestionable. Moreover, they also said it is a useful 

addition to the facility and they would totally recommend it to others as 

well. This recommendation question is number 11 in the survey, and its 

results have been shown in the pie chart in Fig 5.2 below. 

100%

0%

Would you recommend HMI 
to others? 

Yes No

 
           Fig. 5.2 Would you recommend the HMI to other facilities as well? 

 

Now, let us move towards the debate on automatic or manual pressing 

of the Start and Stop buttons in question no. 8 in the survey question-

naire conducted. 
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Fig. 5.3 Representing disagreement over the automatic/manual functionality of the 

Start/Stop Buttons 

 

From Figure 5.3 above, it can be concluded that most operators are not 

satisfied with this current manual pressing of the Start and Stop buttons 

upon failures. It has also been recorded a few of the times that they even 

tend to forget to press the Stop button upon system failure which has 

shown below in Fig. 5.4. The question for this problem is no. 7 in the 

survey. 

 
Fig. 5.4 Representing problem to always remember to press Start/Stop Buttons 

 

From the above figure, it can be stated that most of the time, operators 

do remember pressing the Stop button without any problem, but there 
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had been a few instances when the operators tend to forget to press the 

Stop button and the time keeps on incrementing, which leads to the 

wrong estimation of the stoppage time of the machine. It is one of the 

biggest drawbacks of this current HMI, not to have automatically func-

tional Start/Stop buttons.  

In the very first question of the survey, about 60% of the operators held 

the opinion that it is VERY EASY to work with the HMI, while the 

remainder said it is just EASY to work with it. Therefore, it can be 

established that the operating mechanism of the HMI is not complicated 

to work with, and none of the operators have had any sort of difficulty 

in operating it. 

In third question of the survey, the working progress of the HMI from 

the time of its deployment to the current date had been questioned. All 

operators said it in the survey that it is working just fine at the moment, 

but being a developer, sometimes a specific fault could occur in SMC 

where the data access server disappear suddenly and the communica-

tion gets stop. This happened quite a few times during its development 

but up until now, this fault in the HMI has not been raised luckily. 

The HMI can hold information for just one week. After that, the data 

would start getting over written. So, rapid future development could be 

to configure database or information server with this system which can 

hold data for years which can be very useful in regard to upgrade sys-

tem and decision making. 

One question with the mark no.6 has been asked about the graphic 

layout of the HMI. To which, all operators answered positively, that it is 

a clear and well managed layout by ticking on the “Quite Good” col-

umn. 

The question no. 4 and 5 has been asked to know the general view 

regarding the training and how much time does it take for operators to 

use the HMI? To which a big majority answered it doesn't require any 

pre-training and takes almost no time to use the HMI. 

A short one-page manual has been written for the operators. This 

manual can also be read at the end of this report. 
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6 Discussion 
The results obtained from this project are not entirely satisfactory, as 

witnessed in the results section, and there are further improvements 

which need to be made. Having said that, the project has met the basic 

requirements of the company i.e. to build an HMI with their specified 

software that should be able to communicate with their PLC system and 

have the capacity to visualize some important data over it according to 

the organisation needs. The project scale was not very massive, but even 

with its inadequacies, the KUBAL have mounted a working computer 

designed by the author in their Anode Mounting Facility as a working 

HMI. In this way, this project actually contributed something of value to 

the company. 

The outcome of this project is quite general in term of its application. 

General in a sense that this setup can be used in any automation process 

with any PLC system. It does not necessary have to be the Siemens PLC 

system. 

The method which has been used for communication in this project has 

many positive implications. This approach can handle multiple PLC sys-

tems by configuring just one DASSIDIRECT data access server. Only the 

IP address needs to be changed according to the assigned CPU IP. Sec-

ondly, the error diagnostic mechanism is very easy with this approach; 

any variable status can be checked as to whether it is reading from the 

PLC or not. The variable status turns red in case of error, otherwise it is 

green if the communication is fine. 

There are a few drawbacks as well which should be mentioned. Some-

times, the Wonderware InTouch does not allow the user to edit the HMI 

application after its completion. So, further addition or reduction could 

be a perplexing task. In order to fix this issue, edit file in the project 

directory needs to be deleted. 

The second problem lies in the System Management Console (SMC) of 

the Wonderware program where configuration of the DASSIDirect data 

access server takes place. From the SMC, the server disappears abruptly 

occasionally, which leads to total failure in the communication. A short-

term solution is uninstalling and reinstalling it. A long-term solution is 

to use the host PC with the full administrative resources. 
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6.1  Ethical aspects 

The HMI has been developed with the sole purpose of monitoring the 

process in the Anode Mounting Facility. With the introduction of the 

HMI, staff do not feel they are being surveyed in any negative way, nor 

is it some sort of measurement or test to judge their capability and 

monitor their work negatively. To validate this claim, question no. 10 

has been introduced to the survey where operators have been asked “Do 

you feel that this HMI could be used negatively to monitor your work?” 

To which all the operators surveyed in this questionnaire unanimously 

answered that they do not feel this HMI could be used negatively to 

monitor their work. All the operators participating in the survey have 

given their informed consent; their confidentiality and anonymity has 

been kept intact and they voluntarily participated in the survey after the 

completion of the project. 

6.2  Social aspects 
 

The HMI is a very useful contribution to the organization and will have 

a positive impact on KUBAL's production in future. The machines at the 

Anode Mounting Facility are fairly old, and they keep facing some sort 

of problems regularly. So, to manually write down all the faults on 

paper was quite a challenging task for the operators, and they want 

some digital system which can store stoppage time automatically and 

store it in their data base. This HMI is fully capable of performing this 

functionality, but with a minor addition and improvement obviously. It 

is customized according to their operators’ requirements and is one of 

its kind. It will certainly have a positive impact on the KUBAL’s produc-

tion, and to validate these claims, the questions were being asked in the 

questionnaire about its usefulness and would they recommend it to 

other people, where the feedback was 100% positive. All the operators 

said the HMI is useful for their tasks and they will recommend this kind 

of HMI to others as has already been discussed in results section. Hence, 

it will make the company more economically sustainable and this will 

affect the employment market of the region in a positive way. 
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7 Conclusions  
The short summary of this project was to build a Human Machine Inter-

face (HMI) which can communicate with the PLC system in the Anode 

Mounting Facility. It was needed because the company does not hold 

any digital information regarding its production as well as the time in 

term of machine failures. It could be concluded that the desired task has 

been achieved, but many improvements still needed to be made in order 

to make it adequate, autonomous and self-sufficient. Having said that, it 

has been appreciated by the operators for its usefulness and effective-

ness. Before that, the facility had not any mechanism to calculate the 

total number of anodes produced or time counting procedure in case of 

the machine’s failure. So, this HMI is fulfilling the basic project require-

ments given by the organization. 

Secondly, an effective way has been established for the communication 

between the PLC system and the HMI which can be extended to a larger 

scale. 

The things which can be further extended and can be used in the future 

projects are described below. 

7.1 Future work 

This project is a stepping-stone to the visualisation of the process of 

anode mounting technique at the facility. It provides the basic founda-

tion to the organization in order to understand how its automation 

system can be attached to any Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) system for monitoring, control and optimization. 

One of the top priorities in the future development of this project is to 

design some sort of mechanism which can automatically sense the state 

of machines without the operator manually pressing start and stop 

buttons over the HMI. In a similar fashion, it should also differentiate 

the faults automatically according to their possible declared types which 

we are doing manually in this project at the moment. 

Furthermore, this project initiated with the support of 64 Wonderware 

HMI tags, which are quite less to visualise any automated process. So, if 

more PLC data needs to be obtained, more tags would be required. 

Therefore, it is one of the future requirements of this project to visualise 

large amounts of data after the upgrading of this project. This motive 

has also been addressed in survey question number. 9 where the majori-
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ty of the operators suggested that they need more data to be displayed 

over the HMI. 

The HMI can hold information for just one week, and then the data 

starts getting overwritten. So, a rapid future development could be to 

configure a database or an information server with this system which 

can hold data for years. It could be very beneficial in order to upgrade 

the system and in decision making when needed. 
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Appendix A: The PLC program code for the 
Wonderware InTouch HMI 

 Implementation of the Mechanical fault and the Drift fault 
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Implementation of the light bulb 

 

 

 

 

Implementation of the stop button 
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Implementation of the minutes counter  

 

 

 
                                     Implementation of the electric fault 
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Implementation of the minute counter2 and Increment in minutes  

 

 

 
             Implementation of the total stop time in Ladder Diagram 
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8 Short Manual for Operating HMI 
 

The HMI built above is catering for two problems faced by KUBAL. 

1. Counting the number of Anodes each day  

2. Calculating the times in minutes if there are faults in the ma-

chines 

So, the counting process for anodes is automatic. The operator does not 

need to do anything to count the number of Anodes. This HMI is direct-

ly attached to the PLC counter. 

The second point deals with what to do if there is a fault. It is also very 

simple to handle. 

In case of a fault 

Press STOPP button on the HMI screen. Light bulb turns green, which 

means there is a fault in the machines, and the time starts tickling in 

minutes under the label Active STOPPTID. 

Once the fault is resolved and operator knows whether the stoppage is 

due to that specific fault, press the respective button such as Start_EL, 

Start_MEK or Start_Drift. Once the corresponding button has been 

pressed, the time from Activ STOPPTID will be transferred to below 

that specific label according to time and day of the shift. 

Hence, this HMI can easily keep a track record of the stoppage time of 

machines in the Anode Mounting Facility on the basis of their respec-

tive faults. 

Note!!! This HMI does not contain controlling mechanism 

for machines on the factory floor at the Anode Mounting 

Facility 
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Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:27 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): _viss utbildning/ 

information behövs men det är ett enkelt system.  På många andra arbetsplatser finns det liknande system. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:25 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:37 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): _viss utbildning/ 

information behövs men det är ett enkelt system.  På många andra arbetsplatser finns det liknande system. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:22 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:29 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:52 

 

 

Kön:Kvinna 

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:55 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:43 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:24 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:47 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:44 

 

 

Kön:Kvinna 

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Enkät om Människa-maskininterfacet (HMI) på anodmontaget, 

KUBAL            9:e februari, 2017 

Operators Feedback Form about HMI 

Dear operators at Anode Mounting Facility at KUBAL, 

Your assistance in completing this form is greatly appreciated. Your honest feedback will help us to estimate this study 

project and enable us to improve it in future. Thank you. /Hani Syed 

 

Ålder:51 

 

 

Kön:Man  

 

 
 

Yrkesroll:Anodmontör 

 

 
 

 Stämmer  

verkligen  
Stämmer 

ganska bra 
Stämmer 

inte så bra 
Stämmer 

absolut 
inte 

1. Det är enkelt att arbeta med HMI.     

2. HMI är användbar för dina arbetsuppgifter på anodmontaget.     

3. HMI har aldrig slutat fungera utan synbar orsak.     

4. Det behövs ingen utbildning för att kunna använda HMI.     

5. Det tar nästan ingen extra tid alls att använda HMI.     

6. HMI har en enkel och tydlig grafisk layout.     

7. När processen stoppar så kommer jag enkelt ihåg att trycka att STOP 

på HMI?  

    

8. Att lägga till en funktion att läser START/STOP automatiskt från 

processen är onödigt.  

    

9. Även om mer data finns, så behöver inte mer data visas. 

10. Jag känner inte att HMI kommer att användas negativt för att 

övervaka mitt arbete. 

11. Jag vill rekommendera HMI på anodmontage till andra. 

 

    

Var vänlig att skriva ner förbättringsförslag och andra synpunkter kring HMI (använd gärna baksidan): har fått 

information om systemet, kan säkert plocka mer information från systemet. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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